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Abstract
Estimating camera pose from a single image is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Existing methods for
solving this task fall into two distinct categories, which
we refer to as direct and indirect. Direct methods, such
as PoseNet, regress pose from the image as a fixed function, for example using a feed-forward convolutional network. Such methods are desirable because they are deterministic and run in constant time. Indirect methods for pose
regression are often non-deterministic, with various external dependencies such as image retrieval and hypothesis
sampling. We propose a direct method that takes inspiration from structure-based approaches to incorporate explicit 3D constraints into the network. Our approach maintains the desirable qualities of other direct methods while
achieving much lower error in general. Code is available at
https://github.com/mvrl/structure-aware-pose-estimation.

1. Introduction
Camera pose estimation is a fundamental task in computer
vision. Often this research is referred to as visual localization, or camera relocalization, and refers to estimating the
position and orientation of a camera with respect to some
predetermined reference frame. Recently, much work has
explored learning-based absolute pose regression which directly regresses camera pose using a single forward pass
through a neural network. These methods typically use the
same basic pipeline: predict a feature embedding using a
convolutional neural network (CNN), and then use features
from this embedding to regress the camera pose. This works
because the weights of the network implicitly capture understanding of the scene. The main differences between methods
of this type are choices of feature extraction architecture or
loss function. However, absolute pose regression typically
performs much worse than more sophisticated alternatives.
A recent study by Sattler et al. [36] found that absolute pose
regression essentially interpolates between a set of learned
basis poses.
In this work we partition methods into one of two classes,
direct or indirect. Direct methods determine pose as a fixed
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pipeline in a deterministic way with no dependency on external steps such as hypothesis sampling, database querying, pose averaging, correspondence matching, or refinement. These methods are typically a single CNN architecture, such as PoseNet [23], but we show that it is possible
to design a more explicit architecture that still resides in the
direct pose estimation category. Indirect methods are any
method that fall outside of this definition. Examples include
structure-based methods such as Active Search [35] and
DSAC++ [4] which compute 2D-3D correspondences and
require RANSAC and refinement for final pose determination, and retrieval-based methods such as DenseVLAD [39]
which require a database query.
An alternate way of thinking about the difference between
direct and indirect methods is that direct methods generate
pose hypotheses while indirect methods use one or more
pose hypotheses for further processing. We believe this is an
important distinction because improvements to direct methods can result in improvements in future indirect methods.
While the more accurate methods typically fall into the indirect pose estimation category, we believe direct methods are
an exciting area and wish to provide a direction for future
improvement. Direct pose estimation methods have many
practical benefits. Specifically, they perform relocalization
in a way that is fast, deterministic, and provide a constant
runtime guarantee regardless of scene complexity.
We propose an approach for solving the direct pose estimation problem using a CNN that bridges the gap between
absolute pose regression and structure-based methods. Our
approach has several key components. First, given a single
RGB image we simultaneously perform scene coordinate
regression and monocular depth estimation to extract geometric information from the image. Then, we use the known
camera intrinsics to convert the estimated per-pixel depth to
3D camera-frame coordinates, resulting in a set of 3D-3D
correspondences. Our approach takes advantage of known
geometric constraints to frame the problem as 3D-3D alignment of point clouds, integrating a differentiable singular
value decomposition (SVD) layer with a learned per-pixel
weighting scheme to compute the final camera pose.
We evaluate our method both quantitatively and qualitatively through a variety of experiments using well-known
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benchmark datasets. Compared to existing direct pose estimation methods, we significantly advance the state-of-the-art
and decrease the gap to indirect methods.

2. Related Work
In this section we provide an overview of related work
in pose regression using CNNs, scene coordinate regression,
monocular depth estimation, and point cloud registration.

2.1. Pose Regression with CNNs
Directly estimating camera pose from an image using convolutional neural networks began with the introduction of
PoseNet [23]. This style of approach which computes pose
as the output of a CNN is known as absolute pose regression.
Absolute pose regression differs significantly from traditional methods in that it does not require explicit image-level
or pixel-level correspondences. Many works have explored
the application of CNNs to this problem, but differences
lie largely in changes to the underlying feature extraction
architecture or modified objective functions [21, 22, 29, 42].
Another common approach is to add relative pose constraints
on pairs of images during training instead of only absolute
pose [7, 45]. In general, this class of methods is attractive
due to their simplicity and moderate performance, but are
far from the most accurate approaches in terms of pose accuracy. Sattler et al. [36] provide an in depth review of existing
work in absolute pose regression, with comparisons to more
accurate structure-based and image retrieval methods.
Relative pose estimation approaches predict the pose of
a query image relative to a set of database images with
known pose. RelocNet [1] uses a method for camera pose
retrieval using nearest neighbors with learned features. Similarly, CamNet [13] uses coarse-to-fine retrieval with two
rounds of retrieval and pose refinement. AnchorNet [33]
uses a set of spatial anchors, and the final pose estimate is
computed by a weighted average of predicted offsets from
the anchors. This method is different from others of this
style in that reference poses for relative pose estimation are
not based on retrieval, but rather embedded into the network
either prior to or during training. The analogue to retrieval
in this scenario is a set of anchor point scores, which define
the weights for averaging all pose hypotheses.

2.2. Scene Coordinate Regression
Recent work has explored the problem of estimating the
3D location of image pixels in the scene’s coordinate frame,
known as scene coordinate regression. Unlike camera pose,
scene coordinate information is often explicit in the image
content, as points in space often look similar from varying
viewpoints. Early work showed that scene coordinates could
accurately be computed from RGB-D imagery in small indoor scenes using random forests [37]. Later, random forests

were replaced with CNNs that only require RGB imagery
without depth information [3, 4, 5].
Other methods combine image retrieval and scene coordinate regression. SANet [46] retrieves a set of images to
construct a local 3D point cloud that is used for scene coordinate regression. Perspective-n-Learned-Point [30] uses
image retrieval to find a single nearby image for stereo depth
estimation. CNN features are used for computing pixel correspondences which, along with the stereo depth and known
pose of the retrieved image, result in a set of 2D-3D correspondences.
From scene coordinates, the camera pose can be computed using perspective-n-point [14] (PnP) methods that use
the 2D pixel and 3D scene coordinate correspondences to
triangulate the position and orientation of the camera. While
these methods produce highly accurate results, they are sensitive to noise and require the use of a robust estimator, such
as RANSAC [14], and hypothesis refinement to achieve high
accuracy. Though there is active research exploring the use
of neural networks for generating samples for pose hypotheses, e.g., NG-RANSAC [6], our goal is to avoid this step
altogether. Dang et al. [11] proposed an accurate alternative
to RANSAC that predicts correspondence weighting using
a CNN. However, the method of Dang et al. only works on
a very specific type of problem that is solved by finding the
minimum eigenvector of a matrix. There has been work on
estimating point weights specifically for scene coordinate
regression and pose estimation [8], but accurate results still
require RANSAC.

2.3. Monocular Depth Estimation
Much progress has been made using CNNs for single
image depth estimation [15, 16]. Importantly, recent work
has shown that a learned representation for depth is sufficient for visual odometry in simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) systems [2,38,47]. Other work uses stereo
matching to improve depth estimation [40]. Ranftl et al. [32]
propose tools for mixing datasets during training, including a
robust objective function that is invariant to changes in depth
range and scale. Our work takes advantage of the success
of monocular depth estimation to frame the absolute pose
regression problem as an end-to-end learned alignment of
corresponding point clouds.
Estimating Depth using Scene Coordinates It is possible to compute depth explicitly from scene coordinates and
camera calibration parameters using PnP algorithms. A detailed overview of solutions to this problem is presented by
Xiao [28]. From N 2D-3D correspondences, a common ap−2)
proach involves solving N systems of (N −1)(N
equations
2
to find the distance from each 3D point to the camera center.
With five or more points, there exists a direct solution to the
linear system [31]. While it is theoretically possible to per-
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Figure 1: Our direct pose estimation pipeline. Given a single RGB input, we jointly estimate scene coordinates and depth.
Using the known camera focal length, depth is converted to camera frame coordinates by unprojecting using π −1 . The second
stage of our network computes a correspondence weight for each point pair. These weights are used for point normalization
and final pose regression using weighted rigid alignment to estimate camera pose.
form the PnP depth estimation step in a differentiable way, it
is extremely sensitive to noise. This is why the final solution
in practice is found using robust estimation schemes, such
as RANSAC, for accurate pose regression. Our proposed
approach avoids the need for PnP and sampling altogether.

2.4. Point Cloud Registration
Point cloud registration is fundamental to featurematching based image localization. The final step of pose
retrieval in many PnP algorithms is absolute alignment of
the 3D scene coordinates and recovered 3D camera coordinates [28]. Modern approaches rely on features extracted
from neural networks for high accuracy and robustness to
noise. While recent work is largely focused on synthetic or
single model alignment [18, 34, 43], it has also been demonstrated that large point cloud scans can be accurately aligned
using CNN architectures [27]. While we rely on point cloud
registration for our method, it is a simpler case where we
have explicit correspondences. Wang and Solomon [43] explore registering single object point clouds. They predict
correspondences from 3D input and use the Kabsch [20]
method for final alignment. We also use the Kabsch algorithm, but tackle the problem of camera pose estimation and
extract 3D correspondences from an RBG image only.

3. Method
We present a direct pose estimation pipeline that combines scene coordinate regression, monocular depth estimation, and point cloud registration to estimate camera pose
from corresponding point clouds extracted from an image.

3.1. Problem Statement and Formulation
We address the problem of single-image pose regression,
in which we must estimate the camera pose with respect

to a scene coordinate frame from a single image. The pose
consists of two components, the camera orientation, R, and
position, T⃗ . Together, these can be used to transform 3D
positions in the camera frame, A, to the scene coordinate
frame, B, using B = RA + T⃗ . Given corresponding points
between A and B, it is possible to estimate the pose using
various point cloud registration approaches. The challenge
is that this estimation problem is sensitive to noise and it is
difficult to find noise-free corresponding points.
We formulate our approach such that it reduces to the
problem of point cloud registration. We directly regress
points in the camera and scene coordinate frames for every pixel in the image. Each pixel thus defines a pair of
corresponding points between the two coordinate frames.
To address the problem of noise, we score each point correspondence using a per-pixel weighting mechanism prior to
point cloud registration. Our approach is implemented as a
sequence of differentiable neural network layers, enabling
end-to-end optimization, deterministic inference, and a simple implementation. Our network architecture is shown in
Figure 1. We provide a detailed description of each component in the following subsections.

3.2. Estimating Depth and Scene Coordinates
We train a CNN to simultaneously estimate depth and
scene coordinates directly from image content. We use a
shared CNN backbone for initial feature map extraction
and then the intermediate feature is passed to two separate sub-networks for independent depth and scene coordinate regression. For scene coordinate regression, we follow
DSAC++ [4] and use a fully convolutional approach without
upsampling layers. For this, we use the features from the
shared feature extractor and pass them through a series of
stride 1 convolutions such that the output size is 1/8th the
input image resolution. Smaller resolutions have shown to
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perform adequately [4] and a smaller output size is more
efficient, as computation of the cross-covariance matrix used
for the Kabsch algorithm requires a multiplication of two
N × 3 matrices.
For estimating monocular depth, we follow recent
work [2, 17] and perform both coarse and fine-scale depth
estimation. We use the features from the shared feature extractor as input to an encoder/decoder network. We predict
depth at two different scales in the network, optimizing each
individually for accuracy. The largest resolution depth output
is 1/8th the size of the input such that it matches the scene
coordinate resolution.

3.3. Estimating Camera Pose
We use the estimated depth and known camera geometry
to compute 3D camera frame coordinates. For pixel i with
homogeneous pixel coordinate u⃗i and depth di , the camera
frame point is computed using the known camera intrinsic
matrix K as follows: p⃗i = di K −1 u⃗i .
Given scene coordinates and 3D camera frame coordinates, each pixel defines a pair of corresponding points in
different reference frames. Thus, the problem now becomes
pose estimation from corresponding point clouds. We solve
this using the Kabsch method [20] which we describe here.
Finding the optimal pose between two point sets A and B
amounts to solving the following minimization problem:
  \argmin _{R,\vec {T}}\sum _i{(\vec {b_i} - R\vec {a_i}-\vec {T})^2}. 
In the ideal case of noise-free data, we would assume all
points have uniform weighting. However, directly optimizing
for this results in low accuracy due to noise in the point positions, so we apply a per-point weighting term. The optimal
rotation and translation can then be found by solving:
  \argmin _{R,\vec {T}}\sum _i{w_i(\vec {b_i} - R\vec {a_i}-\vec {T})^2}, 
where wi is a weight assigned to the point pair i.
To solve for R and T⃗ , the translation component is first
removed by centering both point clouds:
  \begin {split} \vec {\mu _B} = \frac {\sum _i{w_ib_i}}{\sum _i{w_i}} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \vec {\mu _A} = \frac {\sum _i{w_ia_i}}{\sum _i{w_i}} \\ \bar {B} = B - \vec {\mu _B} \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \bar {A} = A - \vec {\mu _A} \end {split}. 

We recover R and T⃗ as follows:
  USV^\textsf {T} & = svd(\bar {A}^\textsf {T}W \bar {B}) \\ d & = det(VU^\textsf {T}) \\ R & = V \begin {pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & d \end {pmatrix} U^\textsf {T} \\ \vec {T} & = -R\vec {\mu _A} + \vec {\mu _B}.

Our output representation for rotation is unique among direct
pose estimation methods. Levinson et al. [26] show how this
use of SVD to construct a orthonormal matrix is the most
accurate among a large variety of rotation representations
for deep networks.
Intuitively, the point weights move the point towards
(wi < 1) or away (wi > 1) from the origin. Motion towards the camera reduces the contribution of that point to
the singular vectors. Likewise, motion away from the camera
increases the contribution of that point. This allows for more
robustness to noise without the need for hard thresholding
or sampling. To generate the weights, we pass the correspondences through a scoring CNN that produces a per-pixel
weighting. The input to this network is the concatenation of
the output scene coordinates and unprojected camera frame
coordinates computed from the output depth. The weighting
is vital because the accuracy of the point cloud centroid depends on the accuracy of the points themselves. Since the
estimated rotation is dependent on accurate centroid subtraction, and the estimated translation is dependent on both the
centroid and rotation estimate, it is important to reduce the
impact of the noisy points.

3.4. Implementation Details
We train our method in two stages, denoted as geometry
and pose optimization respectively.
In the first stage, we train the depth estimation and scene
coordinate regression networks jointly for accuracy. Given
the scene coordinates, C, depth, D, and half resolution depth,
D1/2 , we minimize the following loss function:
  L_{geom} = ||C-\hat C||_1 + ||D-\hat D||_1 + ||D_{1/2}-\hat D_{1/2}||_1. \nonumber 
Notably, we do not use a validity mask during training
which is common in depth and scene coordinate regression
work. This encourages the network to explicitly learn areas
of the image which do not have valid depth data in the training set. We train this stage for 50 epochs with the Adam
optimizer [24] using an initial learning rate of 1e−4 . The
learning rate is reduced by a factor of 0.1 every 20 epochs.
The output depth is mapped to the range [0, 1] using the
sigmoid activation and we normalize the target depth about
the mean as in CodeSLAM [2]. For each scene, we determine the mean scene coordinate and subtract this value from
the target scene coordinates for optimization. At inference,
the mean is added to the scene coordinate outputs. We use
α = 0.5 for weighting the loss on the half resolution depth
prediction.
In the second stage, we train the weighting network with
scene coordinates and camera coordinates from the previous
step. We apply a sigmoid activation at the end of our weighting network such that weight values are in the range [0, 1].
We train this stage for 10 epochs with the Adam optimizer
using a learning rate of 1e−3 . While we do not explicitly
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Method

Chess

Fire

Heads

Office

Pumpkin

Kitchen

Stairs

Avg.

PoseNet [23]

0.32/8.12

0.47/14.4

0.29/12.0

0.48/7.68

0.47/8.42

0.59/8.64

0.47/13.8

0.44/10.44

PoseNet Learned Weights [22]

0.14/4.50

0.27/11.8

0.18/12.1

0.20/5.77

0.25/4.82

0.24/5.52

0.37/10.6

0.24/7.87

Geo PoseNet [22]

0.13/4.48

0.27/11.3

0.17/13.0

0.19/5.55

0.26/4.75

0.23/5.35

0.35/12.4

0.23/8.12

LSTM PoseNet [42]

0.24/5.77

0.34/11.9

0.21/13.7

0.30/8.08

0.33/7.00

0.37/8.83

0.40/13.7

0.31/9.85

GPoseNet [9]

0.20/7.11

0.38/12.3

0.21/13.8

0.28/8.83

0.37/6.94

0.35/8.15

0.37/12.5

0.31/9.95

Hourglass PN [29]

0.15/6.17

0.27/10.8

0.19/11.6

0.21/8.48

0.25/7.01

0.27/10.2

0.29/12.5

0.23/9.54

BranchNet [44]

0.18/5.17

0.34/8.99

0.20/14.2

0.30/7.05

0.27/5.10

0.33/7.40

0.38/10.3

0.29/8.32

MapNet [7]

0.08/3.25

0.27/11.7

0.18/13.3

0.17/5.15

0.22/4.02

0.23/4.93

0.30/12.1

0.21/7.78

MapNet++ [7]

0.10/3.17

0.20/9.04

0.13/11.1

0.18/5.38

0.19/3.92

0.20/5.01

0.30/13.4

0.19/7.29

Sequence Enhancement [45]

0.09/3.28

0.26/10.92

0.17/12.70

0.18/ 5.45

0.20/3.66

0.23/4.92

0.23/11.3

0.19/7.46

ESAC no RANSAC

0.12/2.96

0.28/7.58

1.04/60.68

0.48/9.05

0.21/4.32

0.31/6.88

0.58/10.25

0.43/14.53

SC-conf no RANSAC [8]

-

-

0.18/10.6

-

-

-

-

-

Ours

0.08/2.17

0.21/6.14

0.13/7.93

0.11/2.65

0.14/3.34

0.12/2.75

0.29/6.88

0.15/4.55

Table 1: Direct pose estimation results on 7Scenes compared to other methods (median position in meters/median rotation in
degrees). We outperform all methods in rotation accuracy, typically by several degrees. Our method is only outperformed in
position error for 2 scenes, and the difference is minor relative to the improvements in performance overall.
have loss terms on the depth and scene coordinate outputs
in this stage, we do allow the relevant network weights to
update by using a learning rate of 1e−6 . This stage is purely
optimized for the accuracy of the final pose rotation, R, and
translation, T⃗ with the following function:
  L_{pose} = ||R-\hat R||_1+ ||\vec {T}-\vec {\hat T}||_1. 
All input images are resized to 640 × 480, resulting in an
output depth and scene coordinate resolution of 80 × 60.
The backbone of our network is ResNet34 [19]. The depth
and scene coordinate sub-networks share the first half of the
backbone and split after the second residual block. The scene
coordinate regression sub-network consists of a series of
3 × 3 stride 1 convolutions with ReLU activations. The depth
network is based on the LinkNet [10] segmentation network.
The weighting network is a series of 3 × 3 stride 1 convolutions with ReLU activations. Please see the supplemental
material for more details about the CNN architectures used.

4. Evaluation
We evaluate our method both quantitatively and qualitatively through a variety of experiments using well-known
benchmark datasets.

4.1. Datasets
We report results on two common benchmark datasets.
The 7Scenes dataset is a collection of 7 unique indoor scenes
of varying size and localization difficulty. Each scene has
a set of sequences containing 500 or 1000 frames of RGB,

depth, and pose information resulting in 1000 to 7000 frames
for training. The 12Scenes [41] dataset is a more difficult
indoor dataset for absolute pose regression. It contains few
training images relative to the size of the space for each
scene which makes training accurate absolute pose regression models difficult, whereas structure-based methods perform very well on this dataset. For each scene in these
datasets, ground-truth depth labels are found by ray-casting
into structure-from-motion models using the ground-truth
pose information. The pose and depth labels are used for
computing ground-truth scene coordinates. Please see the
supplemental material for additional results on these datasets
as well as results on outdoor scenes.

4.2. Quantitative Evaluation
Table 1 shows how our method compares to several RGB
only direct pose estimation methods on the 7Scenes dataset.
For “SC-conf” we report the 2D-3D, single hypothesis metric which uses only RGB input. We only report for the heads
scene because this is all that is reported in the paper and a
public implementation is not provided by the authors. For
“ESAC no RANSAC” we used the scene coordinate regressors from ESAC and used the EPnP [25] algorithm for final pose estimation without RANSAC or refinement. Our
method dominates all other methods in rotation accuracy.
Our rotation error is often less than 70% of the next best
method, and is better by at least 7% in all cases. While not as
dominant for position error, we match or outperform the next
best method in all but two scenarios, one of which we obtain very similar results. The only scene where our method
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Figure 2: Cumulative histograms of error for all scenes from
7Scenes for several methods, truncated to 1 meter and 25
degrees error.

is significantly outperformed is stairs. This scene is very
challenging even for indirect methods [37]. Note that while
our method does require depth ground-truth for training, we
still show significant improvements over other methods that
make use of depth for training, such as Geo-PoseNet [22].
Like all of these approaches, we make use of only the input
RGB imagery without depth input at test time.
While it is clear that our approach outperforms all direct
absolute pose regression methods, it is important to also
compare to indirect methods that rely on techniques such as
image retrieval, RANSAC, correspondence matching, etc.
Table 2 shows how our method compares to several recent
indirect methods. Our method outperforms several of these
methods. It typically takes several additional techniques in
order for a method to significantly outperform our direct
method.
We show the cumulative histogram of errors for all images from the 7Scenes dataset in Figure 2 comparing our
method to PoseNet, MapNet, and the scene oracle approach
from ESAC [5]. Additionally, we compare to the same methods for overall accuracy and median error on the complete
dataset in Table 3. While the improvement from PoseNet to
MapNet is minor, our method shows a significant improvement over MapNet. These comparisons better illustrate that
while our method is still less accurate than the most effective single image localization methods, it provides a sizable
improvement over the next best direct method.
Additional results on 12Scenes are shown in Table 4.
These scenes are very difficult for PoseNet-style approaches,
leading to very poor performance. However, our method is
able to achieve accuracy very similar to PnLP, a method that
performs retrieval, correspondence matching, RANSAC, and
refinement.

4.3. Ablation Study
We evaluate several different configurations of our
approach. First we evaluate the pose performance of
the output depth and scene coordinates before the pose

Method

Error

Techniques

Ours

0.15/4.55

Bayesian PN [21]

0.47/9.81

Avg

MapNet+PGO [7]

0.18/6.56

Ref

DenseVLAD [39]

0.26/13.11

Ret

AnchorNet [33]

0.10/6.74

Avg

RelocNet [1]

0.21/6.73

Ret, Avg

PnLP [30]

0.12/3.93

Ret, Cor, RAN, Ref

Active Search [35]

0.05/2.46

Cor, RAN, Ref

SCoRe [37]

0.08/1.60

RAN, Ref

CamNet [13]

0.04/1.69

Ret, Avg

SANet [46]

0.05/1.68

Ret, Cor, RAN, Ref

SC-conf [8]

0.059/3.057

RAN, Ref

DSAC++ [4]

0.03/1.10

RAN, Ref

Table 2: We compare to indirect pose estimation methods
that rely on some combination of retrieval (Ret), image correspondence (Cor), hypothesis averaging (Avg), RANSAC
(RAN), and refinement (Ref). We highlight in red instances
where a method is outperformed by our approach. Results
are shown as the average median error across all scenes from
7Scenes.

PoseNet
MapNet
Ours
ESAC

Acc.

Pos Err (m)

Rot Err (deg)

0.024
0.052
0.116
0.752

0.212
0.199
0.131
0.030

6.54
5.794
3.287
0.946

Table 3: We report accuracy, as well as median and mean
position and orientation error for all images from 7Scenes
across several methods. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of
images correctly localized within 5 cm and 5 degrees.

optimization step has occurred. Next, we evaluate the effect
of our correspondence weighting network by evaluating
pose both with and without the predicted weighting.
Additionally, we show results which use a masked version
of Lgeom which only considers valid regions of the image in
loss computation. Ablation study results are given in Table 5.
Effect of the Pose Optimization Stage First we test the
pose optimization stage. This is the second stage of training
that optimizes directly for pose accuracy through Lpose .
Surprisingly, the outputs prior to this stage are reasonable.
However, in many cases we see a slight decrease in median
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Figure 3: Example network outputs. Depth, scene coordinates, and weights are direct outputs of our network. The endpoint
error is computed by applying the regressed pose to the estimated camera coordinates and comparing to the estimated scene
coordinates. The bottom row shows a failure case with a bad final pose result caused by poor scene coordinate estimates.

Kitchen1
Living1
Kitchen2
Living2
Bed
Luke
Office 5a
Office 5b
Lounge
Manolis
Gates362
Gates381

PoseNet

Ours

PnLP

ESAC

0.29/15.48
0.29/15.31
0.21/18.18
0.31/23.58
0.57/17.85
0.35/20.07
0.57/14.55
0.47/15.49
0.29/18.42
0.22/17.45
0.27/16.71
0.37/20.52

0.08/4.45
0.08/2.50
0.08/2.96
0.09/3.13
0.07/3.87
0.12/4.82
0.10/5.08
0.09/2.57
0.07/2.53
0.09/3.52
0.06/2.04
0.12/5.02

0.09/4.1
0.08/2.9
0.10/3.7
0.10/4.7
0.12/5.7
0.14/5.5
0.09/3.6
0.10/3.7
0.10/3.5
0.09/3.7
0.10/4.7
0.11/4.4

0.01/0.44
0.01/0.43
0.01/0.46
0.01/0.40
0.01/0.46
0.01/0.59
0.01/0.59
0.02/0.59
0.02/0.61
0.01/0.53
0.01/0.46
0.01/0.67

Table 4: Comparison of median position and orientation error
for several methods on the 12Scenes dataset.

error from the pose optimization stage even when not
applying the correspondence weighting, indicating that
depth and scene coordinate estimates were improved.
Effect of Correspondence Weighting Next, we see the
effect of using the predicted correspondence weighting. As
expected, the application of the weights drastically reduces
the error. This shows that the weighting network is learning
to accurately segment incorrect correspondences.
Effect of Validity Mask Training It is common in dense
prediction tasks such as depth estimation and scene coordinate regression to train only against “valid” data, that is,
pixels where ground-truth labels are available. Our final
test shows the results of applying a validity mask to Lgeom .
While performance is similar, we found that training without
the validity mask results in improved performance in most
cases. An interesting result to note is that when training with
the loss mask it is possible to get results on par with, and in
many cases much better than, many other direct pose esti-
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Pose

Cor

Loss

Opt

Weighting

Mask

Chess

Fire

Heads

Office

Pumpkin

Kitchen

Stairs

0.36/10.72

0.29/9.06

0.23/12.69

0.15/3.81

0.21/4.92

0.17/4.10

0.35/8.15

0.36/10.70

0.26/9.10

0.22/12.4

0.14/3.68

0.20/4.86

0.16/4.08

0.34/7.89

✓

0.08/2.27

0.23/6.01

0.14/7.75

0.11/2.70

0.15/3.47

0.13/2.93

0.31/7.14

✓

0.08/2.17

0.21/6.14

0.13/7.93

0.11/2.65

0.14/3.34

0.12/2.75

0.29/6.88

✓

0.14/3.70

0.25/8.41

0.23/15.52

0.14/3.59

0.17/3.86

0.16/4.21

0.30/7.89

✓

0.08/2.46

0.21/5.51

0.16/10.67

0.11/2.75

0.18/4.17

0.14/2.99

0.29/6.36

✓
✓

✓

✓

Table 5: We compare the effect of each component of our system for all scenes of 7Scenes. Pose opt indicates that the pose
optimization stage that optimizes Lpose has been performed. Cor weighting indicates that the learned correspondence weights
are being applied. Loss mask indicates that a validity mask was used with Lgeom during training.
mation methods from Table 1 even without correspondence
weighting. Performance in this case is better than in the
case of not using a validity mask during training due to the
mean subtraction of the point clouds in the alignment phase.
The unmasked loss results in zeros being predicted, which
while they can be easily detected and ignored by the correspondence weighting CNN, negatively effect the point cloud
centroids. On the other hand, loss masking prevents zero
values from being predicted. Though error still decreases in
this case with the use of the predicted weights.

4.4. Qualitative Results
Qualitative outputs of depth, scene coordinates, and correspondence weights are shown in Figure 3. To assess the
quality of the estimated scene geometry and final pose estimate, the endpoint error after applying the regressed pose to
the predicted point clouds is also given. The endpoint error
is clamped to 1m for visualization purposes, with dark colors representing lower values and bright colors representing
high values. Overall, it appears that the weighting is learning
to recognize regions which are inconsistent with the rest
of the point clouds. This is apparent as the output weights
are often similar and opposite to the endpoint error after
applying the pose. For example, the second row shows an
example where the predicted scene coordinates are accurate,
but the depth prediction is incorrect. This is correctly captured in the weighting network. The bottom row shows a
difficult failure case. The depth estimates are reasonable, but
the high noise present in the scene coordinates confuses the
weighting network, leading to an incorrect pose.

5. Discussion
While it is uncertain in general how exactly CNNs see
depth in monocular images [12], it is clear in our case that
both the depth and scene coordinate networks are effectively

memorizing scene layout and geometry. Luckily, in the case
of single image localization, this is precisely what is desired.
This type of memorization, unlike PoseNet, works well for
pose estimation because the memorized objects have semantic and structural meaning. Instead of interpolating between a
set of learned poses, we are able to exploit the high capacity
of the network to effectively store two 3D copies of the scene
which can then be recalled and used for pose estimation.
We believe this is advantageous over the less explicit
PoseNet approaches for several reasons. First, as we have
shown, this allows for much lower error in general across a
wide variety of scenes. Second, this allows for explainable
pose estimation. For PoseNet-style methods, it is difficult
to quantify what about an image makes it difficult for pose
regression. On the other hand, the intermediate outputs of
our method allow for explicit evaluation of geometric consistency. We believe this added benefit of explainability will
be useful for investigating the shortcomings of direct pose
estimation, leading to better architecture and optimization
design choices.

6. Conclusion
We presented a pose estimation approach that has many of
the desirable properties of PoseNet-style approaches in that
it is fully differentiable, uses only feed-forward processing,
and has a constant runtime, but significantly improved accuracy. Unlike PoseNet, which uses a generic CNN to perform
pose estimation, our approach is composed of modules with
specific geometric functions. This means that our method is
not only more accurate, but it is also easier to understand
when it fails. While our approach has not achieved the accuracy of the state-of-the-art indirect pose estimation methods,
it begins to close the performance gap.
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